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Making carbon
o�sets count for
your customer

By Kim Berry | 22 April 2021

A gamified QR code app is set to pull a company’s carbon offsets out of its
sustainability report and onto retail shelves says the developer, supply chain
digitalisation specialist Fresh Supply Company (FSC).

FSC co-founder and CEO David Inderias told PKN that while companies are doing the
right thing by purchasing carbon o�sets as part of an over-arching environmental
commitment, the value is not re�ected downstream.

Launched this week, FSC’s C2Zero
project means organisations can buy
o�sets, calculate how many apply to
each product, and then, using a QR
code, tell consumers how much they
have contributed to carbon reduction
by purchasing the item.

“Of course, it is correct to be a good
corporate citizen, but the problem is
that value is lost inside the
organisation. It doesn’t travel down to
my vendors or my consumers, it isn’t
tangible to them. That is the block we
are addressing.

“Years ago, we talked about the QR
code and traceability. We thought, what
if we apply that same train of thought
to the purchase of Australian Carbon
Units,” Inderias said.

Roger Cohen – creator of C2Zero.
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C2Zero has a consumer facing front end, where they can accumulate their credits in
a digital vault. There will be scope for the people to share their o�sets on socials
and with each other – think o�set leader boards – as well as for brands to further
gamify the app with competitions and prizes.

The o�set can apply to the entire product, just the packaging or just the product,
and is powered by MasterCard Provenance data solution blockchain, Inderias said.

The �rst public test of the app is at Sydney Writer’s Festival, from 26 April to 2 May,
with Little Marionette Co�ee. A consumer product is next in line, followed by a large
food company later this year.
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SparkLabs Cultiv8 kicks of
2021 program
(http://www.foodanddrinkbus
cultiv8-kicks-of-2021-
program)

SparkLabs Group, one of Asia’s largest
tech acceleratory groups, has revealed
its next cohort as part of the 2021
Cultiv8 program, as it focuses on shifting
the dial in Australia’s food production
landscape.

(http://www.foodanddrinkbusiness.com.au/ne
cultiv8-kicks-of-2021-program)

Woolworths’ $223m analytics
buy
(http://www.foodanddrinkbus
223m-analytics-buy)

Woolworths has increased its share of
data analytics �rm Quantium from 47 to
75 per cent for $223 million and set-up a
new business unit Q-Retail to deliver on
its work.

(http://www.foodanddrinkbusiness.com.au/ne
223m-analytics-buy)
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For 21 years McCormick has used its
global reach to compile an annual
�avour trends forecast. In 2021, it
reports four major trends spanning
plants, comforting global �avours, under
discovered ingredients, and mindful
eating. Seaweed martini anyone?
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